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Coordinating the Urban Nodes: Finding the Right Facilitator: 
Who can be the coordinator / What are the options for coordinating an urban node?

Transports           
and mobility

• Regional Scale
• All modes
• All movements (people and goods)

“enhanced” 
PTA



_ Experience in planning
_ Use to assume big and 
complex projects

PTA, Pros & Cons
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_ Existing and functioning bodies
_ Already acts as TA recognised 
by other parties
_ PTA are used to find consensus 
between different stakeholders

_ Some PTA don’t assume 
strategic role
_ Not all urban nodes have a 
PTA                                       
_ PTA are people focus, not 
so experienced in goods

_ Some important stakehol-
ders are inside PTA or close to
_ Coordination can be done 
amongst entities that are used 
to work together

_ PTA know how to manage 
regional, national and European 
projects and programmes
_ PTA deal with big projects; 
different types of financing 
bodies, rules, flows _ no CONS

_ Some modes are 
not managed by PTA

_  PTA are used to be part 
of R&D consortia; used to 
PILOT; used to share; learn 
with and transfer solutions

_ Less experience in managing
_ New skills need to be added 

_ Capacity to look for a 
node has an ecosystem
_ Manager of other nodes

PTA

Institutional
Integration

Financial 
Integration

Modal 
Integration

Capacity to 
perform

Capacity to 
innovate

_ no CONS

_ no CONS
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